
Portrait of a Colleague is a face-to-face icebreaker
activity that is well suited to large, interdisciplinary
faculty meetings. Participants quickly interview each
other and write brief answers into symbolic shapes,
creating an impressionistic textual portrait.

The advantages of Portrait of a Colleague are that it
fosters interaction and even relationships among
faculty from diverse departments and gives faculty
developers a way to gather information about the
faculty they serve. Portrait of a Colleague uses
familiar analog technology, which makes it easy to
use in any setting by faculty of any skill level.

The Portrait of a Colleague activity uses a one-page
handout that is easily created using a word-
processing programs.
1. Choose elements of the portrait, including both
the academic (e.g., alma mater, discipline, research
interests) and the personal (e.g., hobbies,
influences, hometown). Each element will become a
component of the portrait. Tailor the list of elements
to your institution and your faculty.
2. Select shapes, icons, and frames to represent
each element. Arrange these objects on one side of
the handout. Each object provides participants with
space to write a few words.
3. Arrange thumbnails of the objects on the other
side of the handout and write brief questions beside
each thumbnail. The thumbnail/question pairings tell
participants what to write in each object.

1. Collect the completed portraits, scan them, and 
save them as a PDF file, adding a table of contents 
(alphabetical by faculty name).
2. Share the PDF with faculty electronically and 
encourage them to read about their colleagues.
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• The activity allows faculty developers to
encourage and foster relationships among faculty
from diverse disciplines, backgrounds,
generations, etc. and may be a step toward
building community.

• The activity helps faculty developers
to find colleagues on their faculty who
may be resources for internal faculty development
(e.g., learning-community facilitators).

• Portrait of a Colleague provides faculty
developers with an efficient method for gathering
information about the faculty we serve.

• Faculty developers using this activity demonstrate
to faculty that our work is influenced by their
"interests and needs," as recommended by
Cohen (2010).

1. Distribute the Portrait of a Colleague handout to
faculty and ask them to find partners (or pair them
up). Encourage (or require) faculty to partner with
colleagues outside of their own departments.
2. Have the faculty partners interview one another,
using the questions as a guide. As they interview,
they write answers in the corresponding objects on
the portrait side of the handout.

Benefits for Faculty 
Developers

Conducting the ActivityConducting the Activity
• As Kuhlenschmidt (2010) points out, many faculty

are late adopters of technology. As a low-tech,
non-digital activity, Portrait of a Colleague is
accessible for faculty of all levels of tech
savviness.

• The activity broadens the horizons of faculty
members, acquainting them with colleagues they
may not habitually interact with.

• Properly designed, the activity gives participants
an appreciation of the disciplinary,
generational, and cultural diversity of their
institution’s faculty.


